


you see a square, 
we see a spot 



SPOT-ON CREATIVITY 

What form does a spot have? No matter how much you try, 
liquid colour will always look like a drop as it falls down. 
Still, it is impossible to anticipate what it will look like once 
it hits the floor and forms a spot. That is why we do not worry 
if some of our clients squarely want a less creative job; 
at FCEA creativity comes in no particular form: it could be 
an unpredictable idea or one within norm.



when playing chess, 
raising with pairs is pointless



HITTINg THE SPOT

Each communication action done without a specific strategy 
is a mere waste of means. Market research, understanding of 
the brand’s context, target segmentation and positioning vis à 
vis the competitors all constitute the “chessboard” on which 
we make our moves to win over 
our final consumer. 
At FCEA each game is a challenge, but we always like to gain 
some advantage by anticipating the moves of our rivals 
and exposing the hidden surprises in the field of action. 



when things look dull, 
light them up



MOVINg INTO THE SPOTlIgHT 

It does not matter if your product is new or old: you just have 
to avoid dark times by lighting things up. The brand identity is 
the way the world perceives your company. If its image 
is not adapted to the current trends, it runs the risk of being 
overwhelmed by the market. 
At FCEA we provide you with the necessary tools to optimize 
the means that are at your disposal, either to create a new 
identity, or to do a restyling that would add some 
shine to your trademark. 



adding some sparkle 
to your everyday meal



THE SMOkIN’ SPOT 

Sometimes just a little touch is needed to spice up your 
standard stuff: a well-aimed action by the Press Office, 
supported by an efficient PR network has the power to 
catalyze the target’s attention and to optimize the success 
of advertising, BTL promotions or events. 
At FCEA we add the required amount of spiciness 
to improve the chances of your brand, 
even if it is experiencing declining appeal. 



when a spot 
leaves its mark



If you want to step out of anonymity and if you want your product 
to expand like an oil spot, you should be able to coordinate 
communication actions. At FCEA we can provide you with the right 
mixture, consisting of: advertising, fairs, Below the Line promotions, 
branding, corporate communication, direct marketing, events, training, 
marketing, new media, merchandising, packaging, promotion, 
publishing, press office and PR.



    * Clothing industry
    * Homes
    * Food
    * Cars
    * Beverages/Wines and spirits
    * Distribution
    * Agencies/Institutions
    * Pharmaceuticals/Sanitary equipment
    * Finances/Insurances

    * Floriculture
    * Industry/Constructions/Activities
    * IT/Photography
    * Media/Publishing
    * Personal items/Corporate gifts
    * Professional services
    * Free time
    * Tourism/Travel





Federico Crespi & Associati

FCEA is a communication agency offering a complete range of services to its clients, founded in San 
Remo in 1995. 
It started out mainly in the region of the Maritime Alps thanks to a bilingual team well-versed in the 
French and the Italian markets.
From then it expanded to ultimately become a recognized agency on the national level, earning many 
important awards in the sector. 

In 2006, together with other advertising professionals, FCEA created Orchextra, a network 
of communication agencies covering the whole of the Italian territory. 

In 2008 Orchextra joined Eurada, a foremost association of European communication agencies. 
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